17th November 2011
Run Number 190
Rock Station, Rock Ferry
Snoozanne, Overdrive (Co-Hare), Cleopatra (Co-Hare), Carthief, 10”, Compo, Mad
Hatter, Tia Maria; FCUK; OTT

Rock Ferry was a new venue for the MTH3 with some salubrious and some less so
areas but the Hares had done their work well although Compo commented that it
should be a short run as recent runs had been quite long. Mmmmm possibly short
by Overdrive – Cleo standards.
FCUK had involved his children in the manufacture of the kangaroo mask (in case
you did not recognise it for what it was) to welcome Carthief back from Down
Under.

The Hares explained the markings with their almost trademark fishhook

where all the FRBs do an about turn and retrace their steps to behind the
backmarker.
Off we went and immediately over the railway line and into Rock Park.
A Check Back slowed the FRBs down

A curious memento from the trail setting met our torches

On down to the Mersey and along the river’s edge to the dreaded

Where the FRBs initially thought that they had to only run to behind the SRBs before
running on but the Hares corrected their misguided ways and it was not until the
backmarker had reached the fishhook that the frontrunners were released from their
shackles.

Compo managed to find a gate off to the side of the river’s edge

And the artistic efforts of the Hares to make the Checks interesting were dutifully
admired

Leaving the river we encountered our very own road (or thought we had)

The Co- Hare denied any hand in the artwork.
and a stutter?

But it really was the name of the road.
A slight deviation into BJs for some of the Pack but he could not be persuaded to
join us (or give us a beer or three).

Into Egerton Park which did not seem to have much parkland and then it was onto

Back at the cars Snoozanne had organised the food and possibly the liquid
refreshments as well but I may be wrong and someone else should be getting the
thanks. I am sure that I will be told.
Mad Hatter organised hot chips.

And all were refreshed and ready for the RA.
The RA (aka Co-Hare) asked for the Pack’s opinion of the run. The main complaint
was that there had not been an organised stop at BJ’s nor at Peter Pan’s.
The Hares for the run
Returnees. Carthief. There were comments that as he had been away so long he
should be a virgin again
Mad Hatter for getting lost.
Snoozanne for being top of the stats
FCUK for cycling
Snoozanne for complaining about the route. (No beer stop at BJ’s.)
We retired to the pub to warm up.

